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MrPresident, 
ladies and gentlemen, 

! ' ' • 

1. When the President of the ·commission addresses Parliament· in February, 
he traditionally takes stock of the past year and set~ out the Commi~sion's 
programme, point by point, month by month, for the year ahead .. 1 propose to 
break with hallowed tradition this year. The parlous economic and social situa
tion, the bleak prospects, the plethora. of problems and challenges facing :the 
Community __.:.. riot least, the situation created when the . supplementary and 
am·ending budget for 1982 was rejected last December - all co'mpel me to 
adopt a differenf approach.' . . . 

I shall therefore dispense with the time-honoured New Year address, In any 
case you are all familiar with .what the Commission is. doing, and those of you 
who care to question me on any particular point will have a chanc:e to do so 
during this debate or others this week . 

.. 
Nor am I going. to. take you thrc;>ugh all the problems. considered in the pro-
gramme of Commission business for 1983. 

Instead, my colleagues and I have chosen to focus on what -to our. mind i.s the 
top priority for. the Member States and .. the Community alike: the need, as we 
see it, for us to improve our performance in the fight against unemployment 
and industrial decline by exploiting. the European dimension, common disci
plines and Community solidarity. 

We. have deliberately chosen this approach," for in the present economic cli
mate, which is causing so much concern to the 270 million Europeans you 
represent and for whom we are responsible, neither Parliament nor the Com-

. mission can afford to devote all its attention to the budget problem - though I 
will be returning to that in a moment. 

There. was no economic recovery, no easing of concern, in 1982. Instead a 
.further deepening of the recession and associated unemployment brought the 
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8 PROGRAMME FOR 1983-84 

jobless total to 12 million. This figure is higher than the entire population of 
several of our Member States. If deterioration continues in 1983 - and it 
seems inevitable - we will be talking in a year's time of 14 million out of work, 
and a high proportion of them will be young. Together the unemployed and 
their families constitute the fifth largest State in the Community. In some families 
two generations, father and son, are out of work. Added to which investment is 
declining at a time when more and more investment is urgently needed. Japan 
and the United States have succeeded in creating far more jobs than us. Real 
incomes have declined further, world trade has dropped and everywhere pros
pects for growth in 1983 are poor. We are in danger of being dragged into a 
spiral of economic decline leading we know not where. 

Today 270 million Europeans are looking to the Community for more construc-
tive action. We cannot let them down. · 

The battle against unemployment and industrial decline is a battle for the future 
of our nations and the future of the European idea. Our. performance to date is 
disappointing, especially when compared with that of the United States or 
Japan. Europe's economic growth is far lower, and the Community seems in
capable of creating new jobs. Only in Europe is unemployment now rising for 
the eleventh year running, although not so long ·ago an economist forecast that 
we might have to accept 5%, even 1 o·%, unemployment, but never for more 
than five years. 

The pattern of the Community's external trade in manufactured goods shows 
just how far Europe is lagging behind the Americans and the Japanese in some 
of tomorrow's industries. · 

I doubt whether there is a simple explanation for· all this. But there is every 
reason to believe that we are not making full use of the scope offered by the 
European dimension and Community solidarity, despite the fact that this is one 
of the keys to success. The Community can still hope to succeed where 
individual Member States are bound to fail. 

Today, to paraphrase President Mitterrand, fate hangs in the balance. It is time 
to press forward, to decide on a strategy which would allow the Community to 
beat the crisis, by making its own special contribution and creating a multiplier 
·effect to enhance action by the Member States, and thus hold out new hope for 
our economic future. 

This is what I will attempt to do here today. I will speak plainly, as always: I 
cannot claim that all the unemployed would find jobs tomorrow if the Commis-
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ADDRESS BY MR GASTON THORN 9 

sion's proposals were applied. On the contrary. There is. a long, hard journey 
ahead of us. 

The· Commission has no intention of rushing headlong into action. It has been 
aware of the economic and social crisis, and of the limits to what the Commu
nity and the Member States can do, for some tim~. We are not advocating a 
miracle cure, nor do we propose bowing to the inevitable and accepting our 
poor performance. In· short, we are preaching neither revolution, nor resigna
tion. 

The slightest miscalculation could be disastrous at this ·juncture. We must 
avoid the waves that could sink us, we must avoid a Community crisis. What I 
am saying on the Commission's behalf is this: because so much is at stake,. the 
fight against unemployment and industrial decline must be central to our strat
egy because, given our role and the limited resources we have in compa'rison 
with other States, what we are concerned with is strategy. The fight merits top 
priority, and it will be the acid test of our countries' ability to exploit and develop 
the Community which is their creation. The survival of the Community as a 
venture with future potential will depend ori its ability to manage the crisis. That 
is why the Commission is telling this House, and through it the people of 
Europe, that it is on this ground that the .Community must demonstrate that it is 
capable of getting to grips with a vital priority. Our ambition.- our only poss
ible ambition - is to do just this. It is for each and every one of us to accept the 
consequences. of this choice, which puts the European debate ba9k in the 
c~ntre of the social and political .stage, and of the everyday aspirations of our 

· people. 

II. Let me begin with the Community's contribution to the fight against unem-. 
ployment and industrial decline. The Commission has always maintained -
you have been hearing this for years now -that if we .are to return to growth 
without fuelling inflation, productive investment must be at the heart of our 
strategy. If Europe does not obey this fundamental imperative it will never pull 
out of the economic crisis which is assailing it and rebuild a modern, competi
tive economy. 

Investment is the only lasting solution io the problem of unemployment; invest
ment is the key to technological development; investment is the key to improv
ing the. Community's competitiveness and getting industry moving again. So 
we have three good reasons for making investment the focal point of our efforts 
in the 1980s. 
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10 PROGRAMME FOR 1983-84 

Our. Community has an indispensable role of its own to play here. It alone can 
offer a continental dimension and a large internal market, a consistent frame
work, shared disciplines and specific budgetary and financial instruments. This 
is not a bad start. 

The ·community's contribution must 'be based on simultaneous action in five 
priority areas. First, we must improve the economic and social environment~ 
Then we must complete the single market. We must rebuild Europe's industrial 
strength. We must reinforce the Community's budgetary and financial instru
ments. And we must improve the international climate. 

. . ' . ' . . 
Our first .objective as far as the .economic and social environment is concerned 
must be a higher degree o' convergence. between the economic strategies of 
the Member States. This is not a new objective, but it has been all too rarely 
attained because of doctrinal differences between the Member States. Yet 
compatible strategies are essential in present circums~ances. The· business 
world needs to be convinced that the Community has at last resolved to over
come the crisis. Otherwise national policies will lack credibility, and they will be 
doomed to failure. · 

The degree of economic interdependence between the Member States is now 
such 'that no one can harbour any illusions about the chances of isolated na
tional action proving successful. In the annual report recently laid before you, 
the Commission highlighted the need to work together to exploit the available 
room for manoeuvre in an attempt to stimulate growth and thereby halt the rise 
in unemployment. 

I am pleased to see that, although the great fight against inflation has not been 
abandoned, the possibility of more active support for economic activity, albeit 
in different forms in ·different countries, is gradually becoming a central theme 
of the· economic debate .. The Commission undertakes to translate words into 
action in 1983, and to convince the European Council of the need to think along 
the same lines every time it meets'this year. 

I welcome your decision to set up a working party to examine the causes of 
unemployment and devise remedies. I fully share your concern; and if you want 
the Commission's help, you have only to ask. · · 

The second point I would like to make is that better use of public funds is 
central to the priority task of improving the economic situation: Public expendi
ture in the Community has reached very high levels, around 50% · of GOP. 
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ADDRESS BY MR GASTON THORN 11 

Attempts to contain it have tended, especially in recent years, to. depress in
vestment expenditure, since it is ·easier to cancel a motorway project than to 
question- the volume and structure of-current expenditure. I am ·not suggesting 
-who would?- that we go back on social-progress. But when-we give con~ 
sumption and certain· forms of social protection priority over productive infra~ 

structure, we are pandering to the comfort.of the current generation a:nd hand
ing the biiL·to generations to come; As I see it, our inability to think of the future 
in our public spending decisions and proceed with vital· reforms•in the structure 
of the .budget .is an alarming manifestation o~ society's overriding c~mcer.n Jo 
protect and. preser;ve the status quo, . . . 

There must be -a· shift- in· public expenditure towards investment: programmes 
that make·for economic development. The same thinking should guide aids to 
industry. All too often, as you know, aid is used to preserve outmoded struc• 
tures, slowing down t~e process of ad(iptation that is ~orely needed,.and .un-
dermining efforts to create new jobs. · · ·· · . _. ·· 

l\leed I say that there.: will be n() real revival of private investrnent.if there is no 
prospect that it will be profitab_le. cha.nges in the t~, system are ne~dedhere. . 

My third point is .tha,t converg~ncE;~ .also depends on the European_Monetary 
SysteJ:ll. Her~- we .have a. frart:~ework in, which we can display our .solida_rjty and 
exerCise the necessary. ~is.cipliQe, and the found~tion for a coordinated eco. 
nor;nic policy. ttie businessf!lan can look .to the.EM.S f_or the security. and stabil~ 
ity that ineanso much to. t1im.' · · · · · 

• 1 '... • •• ,· •• 

Consolidation of 'the EMS remains one of· the Commission's major objectives. 
The EMS .has yielded closer monetary cooperation and greater- stability of ex
change rates, and this·-has done much· to protect intra"Community trade .from 
upheavals elsewhere. . . , .. 

Consolidation 'means both ·-conserving what has already · been· achieved arid 
expanding the :system. Full -participation ·by sterling and· the drachma would 
bring the· Community closer to. attaining what this House knows to: be its,objec. 
tive~..:...;_ the·establishmentof·an area of monetary:stability·in·Europe. All those 
who demand more security and more solidarity would be·well advised to bear 
thalin mind .. •· · : · .. 

• , • • : , • • , • ' •• , • • , ', 1 •'' ., ' • : '• I ·, , ': • ': • • " ·I ' ~ , , '. , • . I ~ • , ·: • ~ ' 

In March last year the Commission put forward proposals· for strengthening 'the 
EMS. They· concerned improvements-· to. the machinery; achieVement of· a 
higher degree of convergence; promotion-of the· ECU and currency-cooperation 
with non-member-countries. This· House.·supported them, and 1-:am very grate~ 
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ful for that, but the Council threw them out. The Commission, I assure you, is 
sticking to its guns, and still hopes to see its proposals adopted so that prog
ress towards final establishment of the system can be made in 1983. Progress 
here is essential, and we are asking you to support us. We are mindful of the 
fact that the intermediate stage cannot be allowed to last too long, for there is a 
danger that the system will degenerate into an empty ritual - all procedure 
and no substance. Our immediate objective must be to consolidate what we 
have already achieved. I have given you an idea of how we can do this. 

Incidentally, I am very pleased that one of the measures we recommended in 
March 1982 - increased private use of the ECU - is beginning to emerge in 
the form we proposed with your support. The ECU already ranks as the fourth 
most important currency on the Euro-bond market. The market has thus recog
nized Europe's mone_tary identity; it is up to us to formalize it. 

In support of this trend, the Commission will soon be putting forward ideas for 
integrating the European capital market. 

Now I come to my fourth area of concern: access to employment, especially for 
young people; vocational training; and working conditions. 

May I say again that investment and growth are essential to a solution of the 
unemployment problem. But various ancillary measures can and must be 
taken at the same time. Let me ·describe three of them. We must begin some
where, and our priority is therefore the fight against youth unemployment. We 
must never lose sight of one fundamental consideration. Unemployment is not 
only a waste of economic resources, though there is that aspect; it is also, and 
above all, a social problem. How can we come to terms with a society which 
denies people, especially young people, the dignity of earning their living? 

We are all aware that young people are particularly hard hit by unemployment. 
They must have first claim on our attention, and we must respond by introduc
ing schemes to ease their transiti_on to working life. Our main objective is still to 
protect at least the 16 to 18-year-olds from the painful experience of unemploy
ment. The Commission has already tried to do something about this in its pro
posal to the Council last October regarding the review of the Social Fund and in 
its draft resolution on vocational training policies. Before the first quarter of the 
year is out, it will also propose an expansion of aids to youth unemployment. 

Then, we must make a greater vocational training effort, for. technological 
change confronts workers with a difficult process of adaptation. The process 
will be eased if governments come up with the requisite resources and infra-
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ADDRESS BY MR GASTON THORN 13 

structure, in particular for vocational training. This is the price we have to pay if 
those affected are to accept change. The Commission would therefore urge 
Member States to step up their training programmes. 

We must also do something about reorganizing working time: this can help 
improve the employment situation if it is handled properly. But if we are to 
succeed - and we are determined to do so - we must proceed with caution, 
otherwise the sole outcome could be a decline in competitiveness. Our econo
mies have been placed under great strain by various forms of rigidity in recent 
years, and we must beware of ali-or-nothing approaches. Flexibility must be 
the order of the day. The Commission will endeavour to secure a basis for an 
agreement between. the ten governments on the reorgan_ization of working time 
by means of contacts with-:- and between- the two sides of industry. 

This brings me to the question of completing the internal market. The existence 
of a large, fully-unified internal market would be a decisive factor in rebuildng 
Europe's industrial strength. Every industry stands to gain from the resulting 
economies of scale and from the securitY provided by access to such a vast 
market. Every business, large or small, stands to gain. It would be a boon for 
small firms in particular, for with their more limited means and fewer connec
tions· they are more vulnerable to the discriminations and hazards which men
ace them in a. fragmented market. 

The great advantage of a unified market is conspicuous by its absence. As 
matters stand today, too many industrialists are wary of organizing themselves 
on a European scale because of discrimination in public procurement, stan
dards and financial incentives, and yet they are exposed to competition from 
groups bas9d outside the Community. 

As a result, Community firms are tempted nowadays to adopt a different strat
egy, regarding the oth~r Member States as foreign markets, albeit closer and 
more familiar than most, and cooperating with non-Community firms in group
ings which, while relegating them to a subordinate role, at least give them 
access to· the international market where,· paradoxically, they enjoy greater 
security than on the Community market because of their alliances. 

If the Community is to break this vicious circle, it must resolve to bring the 
process of unifYing its internal market to rapid completion. Perhaps we still 
have to remind the citizens of Europe that the common market is common to all 
of us, not just to others. Only if they are convinced that this is so will busi
nessmen, seeing that national· markets are being opened up to them, change 
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14 PROGRAMME FOR 1983-84 

their strategies. Then and only then. will we see European firms coming closer 
together and forming groups which, without reducing competition· within the 
Community, are powerful enough to escape the grip of large corporations else
where. This is also the way that we can give small businesses the stability and 
security without which they cannot hope to flourish. 

Hence the Commission's primary objective at the beginning of this year is once 
again to win the battle of the internal market. This Commission has already 
made a large number of proposals - there are· 80 or so of them - in fields of 
particular concern to the· business world: technical barriers, public procure
ment, company law and the free movement of people and services. Given the 
Council's inability to act on these. proposals, it recently selected a number of 
priority areas, perhaps 30 of the 80. Although the battle is far from being won, 
the Heads of State or Government seem to be well aware of the need. for 
victory. The Copenhagen European Council recognized the value of this proce
dure, and the Council is now holding meetings with agendas devoted entirely to 
the internal market. The first such meeting was held. at the beginning of this 
month, and I must say the results were pr9mising. The Commission ·will at
tempt to have the decisions concluding this vital first phase. taken quickly; then, 
by the end of 1984, it hopes to secure the removal of technical barriers to 
trade, the liberalization of public procurement,. free movement of the principal 
services, decisive progress towards creating a European context for business 
activity, and relaxation of frontier formalities. we· are relying on this House to 
keep on insisting thatthe project must be brought to completion. 

My third. priority area is rebuilding Europe's industrial strength. Apart from com~ 
plating the common market we also need to. implement a .Community industrial 
strategy which gives the same kind of impetus to the process of modernizing 
industry as the abolition of customs duties and establishment of a common 
external tariff did in their day. If we do this, Community preference will at last 
become a reality. · 

We can strengthen our industrial base in three ways: by breaking new ground 
and developing our strong points; by reorganizing our basic industries; and by 
securing, I hope, independence for our energy supplies. 

If we are to break new ground and develop our strong points we must first, as 
you have often stressed, make a great effort ·on research and development, 
which in turn means exploiting the European dimension in order to master the 
new technologies and take our share ·of emerging world demand .. With this in 
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mind we have drawn up an R&D outline programme for the period .from 1984 -to 
1987, covering all national and Community initiatives. We are planning a bud
get of 4 000 million ECU, which will be channelled towards technological devel
opment and increased competitiveness. _I think ·1 can say that never before have 
Community research programmes been so coherently and clearly directed to-
wards inve~tment prQmi:>tion and h'ence job creation. . . 

The Commission has also developed the Esprit programme or, to give it its full 
title, the European scientific programme of. research in information technology. 
Esprit is a· programme financed jointly by industry and the Community which 
links the best R&D teams from the European giants and the most dynamic 
small firms. T~e Community. has done what no Member State cou,ld hope to do 
- it has got major European . companies from different countries to work to
gether. If this original concept is properly implemented it could quickly serve as 
a model for closer. cooperation in other a~eas. But this will depend to a great 
extent on the Council's ability to keep pace with the Commission and industry. 
The _main Esprit programme will have to be approved no less quickly than the 
pilot projects, which means by the summer. 

We will be making proposals on biotechnology before the end of June. Our 
approach will be similar here. · · 

Rapid progress should, and indeed can be made, in telecommunications this 
year. The time is coming- when Member States wiil no longer be able to reject 
Community strategy in an attempt to keep their national preserves by means of 
their public procurement policies. We are all guilty here, but these national 
preserves are vulnerable and at the mercy of stronger competitors. If Member 
States do not relinquish them in favour of a Community programme, we shall 
socm .h_ave neither the_ one nor the prospect- of the other. _And we will have lost a 
vital part. of our independence and prosperity. Is it not sad that great Commu
nity firms can win public orders abroad, but not in other Community countries? 

- . . . . 

Reorganization of our basic industries is the second condition for industrial 
revival. This is every b_it as important as breaking new ground. Where the new 
ground offers hope, new-found competitiveness in restructured industries will 
restore confi9ence. . 

The Community is fully committed to restructuring the iron_ and steel ·industry, 
and it must be realized that we have only been able to embark on this in an 
orderly and economical manner by working on a European scale. You have 
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already approved the broad outlines of our strategy on iron and steel so there is 
no need for me to go into detail here. · 

But let us not be under any illusions: the remedies for our ills will be painful 
themselves. 1983 already looks like being the worst year ever, with production 
virtually back down to the level of the very year the ECSC was established. In 
addition to the quota system that is currently operating, we shall have to make 
a very great restructuring effort if we are to restore equilibrium. We shall have 
to make great sacrifices, and we shall have to be highly disciplined; otherwise 
the sacrifices already made will have been in vain, and new sacrifices will have 
to be made. 

Before the end of June the Commission will react to the plans to aid the restruc
turing of the iron and steel industry presented by the Member States. 

But in these difficult times it cannot ignore the human element and will pro~ide 
two indispensable types of support for steel-making regions in decline. 

One will be a four-year programme of social measures for steelworkers costing 
300 million ECU. The broad lines of this programme were approved recently. 

The other will promote conversion in steel-making areas using loans and 
grants to create jobs, especially in small businesses. 

The Community must not skimp on funds for this project. It must bear part of 
the financial burden imposed by'the rules it lays down. It accepts its responsi
bility in full. 

The third point I would like to make on the revitalization of industry is that we 
must introduce a Community energy strategy. 

This is a priority sector, if ever there was one, given the Community's depen
dence and the lack of proportion between what the Community needs and what 
the Council has decided so far. 

The Commission and Parliament have jointly fixed the objectives. The time has 
now come for action. 

Last December the Council at long last recognized that the case for coal needs 
to be looked into again. Now that it has obtained this initial response after 15 
years of silence, the Commission will present an outline strategy for solid fuels 
this month. 

With oil prices tumbling, the need for care in the use of energy is stronger than 
ever for economic, industrial and energy reasons. 
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Admittedly this drop in prices does ease the burden on importing countries and 
demonstrates the strength of the market economy. And yet there are still those 
who complain. But this respite will set us up for fresh disasters if we fail to 
develop our own energy potential now; Our task mus~ be to stave off a third oil 
shock. There are a number of relevant proposals before the Council for support 
for investment in the rational use of energy, for more research to develop our 
potential, for support for industrial development by means of a programme of 
demonstration projects, and for continuation of the loans policy, especially in 
the nuclear sector. 

For 10 years now the Community's energy policy has been confined to encour
aging words. The Commission's proposals for energy programmes of Commu
nity interest in the United Kingdom and Germany show what could be done in 
the Community and for the Community if we had adequate funds. Once the 
supplementary budget is adopted, who in the Council could dispute the need 
for an energy strategy? This is the frame of mind in which this House should 
approach the debate on the supplementary budget. 

This new situation should be the starting point for a new policy. In 1984 the 
Commission could then, but only then,· replace projects of Community interest 
by a Community policy. 

I have spoken of reinforcing the Community's budgetary and financial instru
ments. The Commission intends to mobilize its budgetary and financial re
sources in support of investment and job creation. However, there is no point in 
having more money available if we do not overhaul the instruments through 
which it is channelled, the Regional and Social Funds for example. This effort 
must al~o be closely coordinated with national programmes and objectives so 
that those fitting into a Community approach can be given priority support .. 

The main features of the Community's budgets in the years to come will be as 
follows. First, expenditure on innovation, research and development will have 
to be doubled in real terms within five years at the most. It will then be possible 
to continue or speed up work in progress and launch new projects with the 
Member States. 

The first task in connection with infrastructures is to draw up a transport infra
structure plan and programme of Community interest. The Community's bud
getary and loan instruments will be put to work around this programme and 
within the framework of a common transport policy. 
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The Commission· shares Parliament's disappointment at the Council's failure to 
act in this area: 

we must now grasp the opportunity. to make riew progress in integ~ati_ng the 
common market by launching a' common transport policy, though we must of 
~urse respect the economic and geographical diversity of the.Member States. 
It is vital that we should immediately relax, and then remove, the restrictions 
that exist at the moment; by September, with .the help. of our staff, we will be 
putting torward four sets of proposals. The first will be for a p.rograrnme of 
railway cooperation. The second will be for the breakdown of barriers in road 
transport, especially within the Community, and for a development programme 
based on economic criteria. Th.e third will b~ for liberalization of air transport. 
The fourth wil_l be for a multiannual· programme of action on transport infra~ 

structure. 

For structural ·expenditure in general, the Commission will propose that expen
diture from 'a Regional. Fund and a Social Fund reflecting. our proposals be 
doubled in real terms over a· 'five-year period. Operations backed by the 
EAGGF Guidance Section and programmes_ for. the. Mediterranean .area will 
receive a similar stimulus. The propo.sal _for integrated Mediterr(inean pro
grammes will be presented later this month. It is true that we are running late·, 
but this is simply due to the volume and complexity of the work required in 
drafting coherent and effective proposals. Our desire is to grant the best. poss
ible aid to these areas which deserve a special display of solidarity; we hope to 
put the proposals before you by the end. ofthe month. 

Finally, for energy, apart from' mobilization of the Community loan instruments 
which this year' will be providing over 2 ooo' million ECU . to' finance' e'nergy 
projects:· expenditure will be- conce'ntr'ated on the rational use of energy, dem
onstration projects and investmeht in the c'oal industry. ' ' ' . ' ' '• 

The increase in budgetary funds which I have just outlined is ne'cessary if Com
munity aid is to reach the critical level at which it triggers the muitiplfer effect. 
This must not lead to ariy overall increase in the burden borne by Europe's 
taxpayers. It is high enough already. The aim, rather, is to achieve a saving in 
management costs by replacing uncoordinated national spending by coherent 
Community action, and that, surely, is what the Community is all about. 

The Commission considers that these resources are essential to the priority 
objectives it is proposing. It will therefore refuse to engage in this action if it is 
not supplied with sufficient funds. Parliament is better placed .than anyone· to 
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understand this. And the Commission· will not even pretend to have a policy if 
once again it is not given :the money to pay for it. In this situation, we would 
prefer to withdraw. our proposals and lay the blame fairly and squarely at the 
door of those responsible. 

Tl)e Commission has: been constant in its poliGY of boosting Community lend
ing· operations in parallel with the budget. And this House has always given us 
stout support. Our financing operations will exceed 5 000 million ECU this year. 
This is already a significant ~ontribution. It represents 1% of total investment 
and over 10% of investment in some priority regions; in some countries it 
makes up 10 to 15% of investment in the energy sector. But there is still room 
for expanding those activities: the Commission will use this margin to raise an 
even greater volume of loans, to an extent compatible with the capacity of the 
capital market. 

This is the_ background against which we should view the Commission's pro
posal to raise a further 3 000 million ECU under the New Community Instru
ment to be used to speed up the modernization of the economy, especially the 
industrial sector; with particular reference to small businesses which form a 
dynamic and promising network within the Community. This Commission pro
posal, into which Parliament's amendments were incorporated, was discussed 
in the Council· yesterday. The results were promising. The decision must not 
take as long as the NCI II decision. 

We must now c~·nsider the international climate, for some of the· factors which 
are crucial to Europe's econ()mic recovery are matters for international. con
cern. They include the funCtioning of the monetaiy system, financing growth 
and structural change in the developing countries, · Goordinating the macro
economic polici-es of the major industrialized countries, and lastly the function-
ing of the intern~tional trading. system established under GATT. . 

Recent tr~nds in all these . .areas have further aggravated the crisis .. In this they 
reflect_ the declining efficiency of the international. eco,nomic system - a de
cline which is particularly marked in the monetary area and especially in North
South cooperation. 

The Community must cultivate its world status ifit is to help improve the inter
national climate:_lndividually, no. Member State can hope- to exert any great ·or 
sustained influence on these issues. The Community alone ean hope to do so, 
but two conditions must be satisfied. 
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The first relates to internal cohesion. The Community must agree in advance 
on common positions in areas in which it intends to exert an influence. 

At the moment these are largely confined to commercial matters but logically 
monetary and financial matters should be included too. 

The second condition relates to affirmation of Europe's identity to the outside 
world. This implies that the Community must speak with a single voice. It has 
had some success when it has done so, through the Commission, on such 
difficult questions as trade in steel with the United States, the operation of 
GATT and economic relations with Japan. When the Community sticks to
gether, it can defend its basic interests at the negotiating table. 

The Community, therefore, must above all assert its influence in three areas
monetary, financial and macroeconomic. I am not going to talk about the world 
trading system since the Community is already fully exercising its powers there 
and has undertaken, with its major partners, to work for the preservation of the 
open trading system. 

The disarray of the international monetary system has greatly dampened the 
prospects of economic recovery, and is still doing so. We have no wish to 
recreate the old system, but a return to monetary stability and a secure climate 
are needed. An attempt was made following the Versailles Summit, but we 
have not made enough progress, or made it quickly enough. 

The Commission, exercising, as you would expect, the discretion required in 
these sensitive areas, though I might add that they are debated very seriously, 
has been urging the Council to recognize that the Community as such needs to 
develop its negotiating capacity here and to devise procedures and objectives 
to be recommended to its main partners. Real, regular progress in discussions 
with the authorities responsible for the major non-European. currencies is now 
of crucial importance to all the Member States. 

The second area is the international financial system. There are a number of 
shortcomings here, particularly as regards the external debts of many develop
ing countries. 

I welcome the recent agreement by the Group of Ten to expand the resources 
and scope of the General Agreements to Borrow and to increase IMF quotas at 
an early date. The Fund's credibility depends on this, and I need hardly tell you 
that the Community was actively involved in bringing the negotiations to a suc
cessful conclusion. 
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We must now build on this progress. It is essential that the international com
munity should be better equipped to avert the mishaps - or worse - which 
could be provoked by the level and scheduling of foreign bank debt. 

Agreement must also be secured quickly on increasing the funds available to 
the World Bank and associated bodies, especially the IDA, so that they can 
tackle the problem of financing the current account deficits of developing coun
tries while encouraging the requisite structural adjustments. If this is not done, 
the decline in the import capacity of these countries will deprive world trade, 
and our trade, of one of its essential props. This is a risk which the Community 
cannot afford to take. 

The negotiations with the ACP countries for renewal of the Lome Convention, 
scheduled for the second half of the year, will give· the Community an 
opportunity to give practical expression to these concerns and to the vital im
portance it attaches to the problem of hunger in the world and implementation 
of food. strategies designed to bring the developing countries closer to self
sufficiency. 

This brings me to my third area. At the forthcoming Williamsburg economic 
summit and in bilateral discussions with the United States and Japan, the Com
munity will have to step up its efforts to reach the following goals: a smoother
running international economic system, especially along the lines I have just 
described as regards monetary and financial matters, a consensus on the 
scope available for reinvigorating the work economy, and persuading Japan to 
make a larger contribution - commensurate with its economic strength - to 
the smooth running of the international economic system. The Commission 
and its negotiators in Tokyo this very week are well aware of the scale· of the 
problem- which, believe me, is more than a purely commercial one- and of 
the importance of securing worthwhile results quickly. 

With the United States we must establish a basis for dialogue acceptable to 
both sides, notably on farm produce - there can, of course, be no compro
mise on the fundamental principles of the common agricultural policy. There 
are so many clouds on the horizon that we are bound to be worried. We cannot 
close our eyes to the risk of a very dangerous escalation of the conflict here. 

Lastly we must secure a common approach to East-West economic relations, 
which are so important to the Community. 

Ill. These then are the priorities that the Commission would propose to the 
institutions, the governments and the people of the Community so that our 
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efforts can be coordinated, directed and stimulated at European leveL But 
Europe must have the ways and means of implementing its policies_ Europe 
must be capable of taking decisions and taking them in time. The Community 
cannot hope to convince the all too numerous sceptics or to rouse the general 
public from its indifference until it has rid . itself of the shackles which are re
stricting its capacity to act: the budgetary constraint, which has been holding it 
back for four years, and the institutional constraint, which it has had to bear for 
17 years now. 

The budgetary constraint means that. the limit on own resources has almost 
been reached. If we force the Community to remain within this limit come what 
may, we are tying its hands. I can think of no instance from the past of an 
institution being encouraged to develop and yet arbitrarily deprived of the 
means to act. 

But why does the Community need new own resources? A very good question, 
with a simple answer. Even if we can achieve savings thanks to tighter· man
agement of budgetary funds, and funds allocated to the common agricultural 
policy in particular, new own resources will be needed to bring Community 
intervention to the critical level at which it will have a real impact and provide the 
stimulus and guidance we expect of it. 

We are all aware of the burden already being borne by Europe's taxpayers and 
national budgets. You may rest assured that the Commission's requests for 
new own resources will be strictly limited to policies and projects of genuine 
benefit to Europe and to the Community dimension. 

The Commission's green paper is before you. In it we discuss various types of 
resources which could be tapped rapidly. 

You may wonder what principles guided our initial choice, for that is all it is.· 

We had two fundamental criteria in mind. The first was that the Community's 
financial position should be secure for many years, say at .least a decade. It 
would obviously be disastrous if the Community were to be confronted at more 
frequent intervals with the need to create a new margin for manoeuvre: We 
need to avert recurring crisis, bouts of fever. 

Our second criterion was the need for balanced contributions. This House has 
drawn attention to the importance of this in the context of burden sharing. It 
was you who decided to opt for this principle. 

The Community needs an equitable, balanced financing system which can be 
accepted without reservation by present and future Member States since they 
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will have to ratify it. This makes political sense, because we will have to secure 
national ratification of these new financial provisions. If any of you are in a 
hurry, perhaps I might remind you that the original own resources decision was 
seven years in the making! 

Now that the Commission· has outlined its priorities and ways and means of 
achieving them, I would urge you to proceed to an early debate on the green 
paper; I wish we could have given you the paper last year, but there is so much 
to be done, and we can;t do everything at once. The Commission wishes to use 
the green paper as a basis for consulting Parliament ·and, through it, public 
opinion . in Europe. The Commission and our . governments need your views 
before formal proposals can be made and a particular policy selected. 9nce 
the proposals have been presented, which I hope will be in May, the Commis
sion will ask the June European· Council to get discu·ssions under way and 
provide the· political will and impetus which are essential to success. The Com
mission hopes that the Council and Parliament will give tcip priority to this mat
ter in the months ahead. I need hardly tell you that much, if not everything, 
depends on tha:t. 

Let us be quite clear on this point . to avoid all possibility of ambiguity and 
misunderstanding. New own resources and the development of new policies 
and activities will naturally help to reduce the scale of the British and other 
problems. But the problem will not disappear overnight. We must be aware of 
this, even if we can never measure the time-scale accurately. 

In the first place some truly common policies- the fisheries policy, our .latest 
success, for instance - do not and will not have much impact on the budget. 

, We must be wary of falling into the trap of seeming to promote policies which 
involve expenditure. In the second place there. are policies - the 
Mediterranean programmes are an obvious example - which only apply to 
certain areas of the Community. But this is no reason to abandon them. 

As I see it, and as you have said, if a policy is in the Community interest, it 
should· be applied throughout the Community, even if the budgetary conse
quences are more extensive, since they affect other States·, and are more com
plex. ·Your rejection ofthe supplementary budget on 16 December marked the 
end of certain practices. The Commission has drawn its conclusions, arid the 
Council agrees with them. But the Commission refuses to contemplate the 
creation of new resources and the development of new policies for the sole 
purpose of solving the budget problem. We must guard against transforming 
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new policies into a mechanism for adjusting the budget. I am sure you will 
agree that such a course would create deeper political and intellectual distor
tions than a straightforward budget rebate. What is more, there is no guarantee 
that it would work. 

Can we really expect that at the crucial time each year we will arrive at the 
figure for expenditure on new policies that tallies exactly with this or that coun
try's so~called deficit? There is no denying that the United Kingdom's deficit is 
really serious. But if we attack on two fronts - resources and expenditure -
and if we remain true to the letter and spirit of the Treaty, we will gradually, but 
only gradually, solve the problem. In this context, the Commission's ideas on 
the development of structural expenditure can make a valuable contribUtion. ·It 
is up to you to take the decision now. 

Much, too, will undeniably depend on whether farm spendng Qan be brought 
under control. Which is. why at this difficult juncture I would urge this House to 
endorse the Commission's farm price proposals which, while respecting the 
principles of the common agricultural policy, follow the budgetary approach you 
advocate. This is more important than ever, given the international economic 
context. 

And I would ask you to keep these considerations in mind when you debate ou·r 
new supplementary budget later this week. 

If we can give Europe sound finances we will make it free to follow sound 
policies. But more than that, we will help the countries which are asking to join 
in our venture. If we are to demonstrate to Spain and Portugal that Community 
solidarity is no empty slogan, we must have the means to help them meet their 
economic development needs and promote social progress. An early solution 
to the own resources problem would be one of the best ways, perhaps the only 
way, of speeding up the accession process and laying a firm foundation for the 
future Community of Twelve. 

I come now to my last point, the institutional constraint. The first condition for 
sound, efficient management of Community affairs- as of any form of human 
endeavour - is that the necessary decisions be taken in good time. It is the 
Commission which exercises the power of initiative here, subject, of course, to 
supervision by this House. But of course the final result, as we all kno)N, de
pends on the Council's ability to take decisions. 

I do not wish to dash too many hopes, but I feel I must remind you of a number 
of· realities. The Treaties themselves require unanimity for major decisions, in 
particular for action in new fields outside the strict confines of the Treaties. I am 
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referring, of course, to Article 235, which is the basis for most of our new 
policies, such as our policies on energy, research, innovation, r.egional devel
opment and monetary integration. To open up the way for new policies we are 
forced to rely on the political will of governments and the political pressure 
exerted by Parliament and public opinion. But once the first steps have been 
taken and the foundations of a new policy are firmly laid, decisions on its further 
development must be taken by the majority laid down in the ·Treaties for the 
common policies they establish. At this point constitutional amendment gives 
way to executive management of European affairs. 

In addition to this institutional constraint, there is the Council's insistence on 
unanimity on every question, even where the basic legislation does not require 
it. It is high time we. turned our back on quarrels about the Luxembourg com
promise which has been increasingly detrimental to the Community, It was bad 
enough in the Community of Six, and worse still in the Community of Nine. But I 
promise you that if the practice were to persist, it would completely paralyse a 
Community of Twelve. It is no longer acceptable that Community decisions, 
when they finally emerge, can only be described as 'too little, too late'. 

Swift decision-making is crucial in a period of crisis. A decision that is con
stantly deferred ceases to be of any use, and Europe loses its credibility: I have 
already cited the example of the New Community Instrument. A decision is 
needed now, for it is now that we need to encourage investment, not in a few 
years' time .. 

. . . 

Yet it can be seen from the history of the Community- even in recent times -
that substantial progress has been made by a riuijority decision, or at the very 
least by a threat to call a majority vote. I think I make myself clear. To be 
honest, I do not think there is a single government that has not felt the need for 
a majority vote at some time in the last 1 0 months. At any rate the Commission 
has decided to proceed as follows. On major issues vital to Europe's future, it 
will begin by endeavouring to secure a universally acceptable agreement on 
the substance as a guarantee of lasting success, But, since all major issues 
need a quick, clear decision, it will ask the Council to vote whenever the talking 
goes ori too long, leaving the Council with the ·responsibility for either taking or 
ducking the decision. 

The Commission gave the institutional question pride of place in the inventory 
of problems relating to enlargement which it presented to the last European 
Council. I do not propose to go into the details here. Suffice it to say that the 
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Council, which is to begin considering our proposals shortly, is asked to dele
gate more executive tasks to the Commission and to accept that there should 
be more majority decisions. These decisions would require the formal assent of 
this .House, which would· thus be more closely involved in the Community legis
lative process. 

The Commission's objective, then, is to restore the Community's capacity to 
act, without which it will never achieve its ambitions. 

IV. To conclude, the Commission is utterly convinced that it has made the right 
choice in giving absolute priority to the battle against unemployment and 
industrial decline, and to the need to improve performance substant~ally, by 
exploiting the European dimension and strengthening the Community. 

The priority package I have outlined does not cover all the tasks to be tackled in 
the short term, still less the whole long-term future of the Community. It is 
geared to a clearly-defined objective and it is this, rather than any novel com
ponents, that make it ·worthwhile. · · 

I have deliberately refrained from men.tioning· areas of key political importance 
- enlargement, reform of the common agricultural policy and interinstitutional 
relations, to name but a few - to. which the Commission is devoting so much 
time and energy. 

But whereas to many people the package will seem too ambitious, for ·us it 
contains the minimum of measures which the Community must take if it is not 
to lose the battle .and, consequently, forfeit the. achievements of 25 years of 
European integration and fall short of its political goal. 

But no one will misread the . package. What I have proposed does not lack 
ambition,. especially if we look beyond the .general strategy and consider the 
details. Its implementation wo.uld constitute a qualitative advance within the 
Community and augur well for successful completion of the final· stages of 
European integration. 

If it is to serve its purpose it must be implemented rapidly :and in its entirefX. 

H'ow are we to imbue the governments, ministers and administrations of our 10 
countries with our ambition? Excepti.onal situations call for exceptional .mea
sures. I have already spoken - and so have you, Mr President, just a few 
months ago- of a 'new Messina', a special, lengthy, top-level meeting which 
would· formulate the political. commitment of the institutions and the Member 
States to .the action to be mounted in the next decade. I believe the ·idea is 
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slowly, perhaps, too slowly, but surely gaining ground, despite initial reluctance 
and the economic clouds darkening the horizon. 

But we must no longer tarry. The Community needs a clear signal. I hope it will 
come from the European Council next June. In the meantime we will work all
out on the internal market, research, energy and social policy. We will take a 
decision on the 3 000 million loan. We will reopen the currency discussions, 
make progress in the accession negotiations and present proposals for new 
own resources. The European Council can then take note of our successes and 
perhaps deal with some obstacles. But, more importantly, it can give the politi
cal impetus that will ensure rapid development of new policies, set budgetary 
discussions in a new context and help to overcome institutional diffidence. 

The Commission will expect a reaction to its proposals from this June meeting. 
We will work towards this deadline with dynamism and determination. We trust 
that we can count on your support and look forward to your contribution. With 
you, we will then move on towards a better, more closely-knit Europe, which 
both the Community and all the Member States sorely need. This year, when 
we need a more closely-knit Europe, more solidarity, we must decide where we 
are going to be in the year 2000- which is only 16 years away, incidentally. 
At the same time we must solve all our difficulties, break out of all-the shackles 
that have been constraining us for 10 years now and find our way out of the 
worst economic crisis that we have known for 50 years. A tall order, you may 
say, but if we get down to work together straight away and deliver the goods, 
then all of us, but especially you, can mobilize the popular support that the 
Community needs in 1984. 
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Outline programme of the Commission 
for 1983-84 



I - Introduction 

1. The Commission's outline programme has to be seen within the policy 
framework delineated by the President in his address to Parliament presenting 
the Commission's priorities for .the second half of its term. The Commission -feels 
that both its own efforts and those.of the other institutions must aim to ensure 
that· the Community makes a significant contribution to the fight against reces
sion, industrial decline and unemployment. . 

This contribution must be developed on five fronts: 

- by improving the general economic and social environment; 
- by completing the single market; 
-by restoring industry to a position of strength; 
-by reinforcing the Community's budgetary and financial instruments; 
- by improving the international environment. 

2. These political guidelines will underlie the Commission's endeavours in its 
main fields of action, where it will strive to inspire joint effort at all levels-na
tional, regional and sectoral: 

- the improvement of the general economic environment by the coordination of 
national economic policies, the promotion of productive investment, the 
development of Community financial instruments and the strengthening of 
the EMS; 

- the battle against unemployment by means of an employment policy inspired 
by greater social solidarity and involving the training of young people, the 
reorganization of working time, the adaptation of the labour market, the 
review of the Social Fund, the continuation of the social dialogue and the 
redistribution of public spending; 

-the European industrial area, achieved by means of the single market, flank
ing policies and common strategies; 

- European agriculture and the new fisheries policy; 

- European solidarity between regions and the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes; 
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-enlargement to include Spain and Portugal; 

-external relations; 

- development policy; 

- Mediterranean policy_ 

All of these- operations form a whole and will demand coherent and convergent 
efforts in all sectors. 

3. The President's address to Parliament also stresses that to enable the Com
munity to make this contribution towards overcoming the crisis two hindrances 
to its operation must be removed: the budget obstacle and the institutional 
obstacle (the decision-making process in the Community). Because of their 
nature, the political initiatives that the Commission may decide to take are not 
included in this programme. 
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II -Areas of priority action 

4. This chapter deals with the key Community policies and. instruments fm 
achieving the priority political objective defined in the preceding chapter. The 
various means at the Commission's command .will have to be coordinated and 
appliecl at national level too, in order to produce the most effective impact within 
the overall Community economic strategy .. 

A. Economic, monetary and financial policy 
. . 

5. Economic policy measures must be designed, first and foremost, to produce 
a lasting impro.vement in the employment situation in the Cqmmunity. They. 
must therefore now have two immediate objectives: · · · 

. . . ' . 

- to consolidate efforts to achieve internal stabilization and elimina'te the 
uncertainty engendered by the it:tternational environment; 

- to make maximum use of the margin of maneeuvre available so that the 
· highest possible level of activity can be attained. · 

The Commission has .defined a number of prio~ity actions which can be. re
inforced in the light of future developments: 

~ closer coordination of economic policies in order to secur~ greater conver
gence of economic performance within the Community. Special importance 
must now be assigned to tightening budgetary discipline, enhancing the 
European economies' capacity to adapt and encouraging economic activity in 
preparation for the upturn so as to stimulate-with the help of any other 
specific measures--:-the creation of jobs. In support of this action full use will 
have to be made of the advantages of coherence and discipline inherent in the 
EMS. In addition to the systematic application of the procedures in force, a 
closer watch will have to be kept on the balance of payments position and 
external debt; . 

--'- improvements to the investment performance·, notably to speed up the spread 
of innovation. This· will involve evaluating national tax and financial incen
tives, boosting the efficiency· of existing aid schemes and detel'mining the 
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value of immediate and medium-term measures to redirect public spending 
towards supporting the development of productive activity; 

- the development of Community financial instruments, especially the New 
Community Instrument in priority areas of intervention (infrastructure, 
energy. and tpanufacturing industry), and their adjustment to the needs of 
industrial investment; · · 

- further development, strengthening and consolidation of the EMS. This will 
mean increasing convergence, improving the mechanisms of the system, 
promoting private use of the ECU, and strengthening financial integration in 
the Community. Closer international cooperation and concertation between 
the EMS and its chief partners, such as the United States and Japan, must 
also be organized in order to ensure more stable interest nites and exchange 
rates. 

B. Employment policy and social solidarity 

6. · Working alo'ng the lines set by the Council, the Commission will press on 
with the measures it has already initiated in the battle against unemployment. 
The following will have priority: 

- Provision of better job and training opportunities for young people and the 
. other categories m,ost_severely affected by unemployment. 

The Commission will present an action plan for the employment of young 
people, to follow up the proposals it has already made for vocational training. 
It will present reports 'on prolonged unemployment and unemployment 
among women. 

- Reorganization of working time. 
,•: ' . . 

. Further to its memorandum of December 1982, the Commission will endea
vour to lay the foundation for a Community consensus by means of discus
sions with. and between workers and .employers. 

- Adaptation of economic structures and the labour market. · 

The Commission will be presenting a number of new ventu~es in this field. It 
has just completed work on proposals for a wide range of social measures in 
connection with the restructuring of the steel industry, an~ proposals. for 
support measures to develop and create jobs in new firms (small businesses 
and cooperatives). In order to improve the efficiency and transparency of the 

· ··labour market, . through closer cooperation between employment services, 
the Commission will ensure that .a mutual information system is brought into 
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operation and more efficient structures and forward-looking management of 
local markets established at local and regional level. 

. ,. . . '• . . ·' 

---:. Stronger social solidarity. and equality of opportunity .. 

Pursuant to· its action ·programme for promotirtg equality·· of opportunity 
between men and women the Commission will be . presenting some . new 
Community legal instruments, to pr~mote equal treatment and, to en~ourage 
projects to assist women. 

As a follow-up to its report on the first action programme to combat poverty 
and to the Council's conclusions, the Commission· will prepare new specific 
measures in this field. It also intends to develop its work for handicapped 
persons and migrant workers. 

~ Review of the Social Fund. 

A.~ a ,sup~ort for its. policy ~n ~mPl~yment and social solidarity' i.he Conuuis-
. sion poss~sses, in tht:< Soci~l Fu11d, a vital a~set whos~ value is ~onstantly 
grow;ing. · It has already. outlined to ~he. Council how it. St:<es the future 
structure of the Fund. The intentiOI).S are to concentrate mor:e aid on regions 
and areas 'particul~uly . affe<;ted by unemployment and economic ~ifficulties 
and to broaden the scope of operations in favour of youl).g people, for job 
creation ai:ld for other innovatory measures. To .en!iure more effective action 
the Commission envisages accelerated procedures for granting and disburs-

ingaid ... 

- Adaptation of social security arid nidistribution of public spending. 
. .. ·. 

To 'stimulate debate at· Community· level on specific questions relating to 
public' spending, the Commission will organize discussions with the parties 
concerne.d on the ba,sis of the principles set .out in its, memorandu111 .. on social 
security, (controlling the gro~th of sociaJ sequity expenditure, review of 
financing methods and a more effective system of social protection). . 

- Continuing the social dialogue and improving wor~ing conditions .. 

The Commission will pursue the various moves it has made to intensify the 
so.eial dialogue, as regards both .the Conimunity strategy to combat· unem
ployment arid sp'ecific measures: It will be presenting its amendment to the 
proposal for a Directive on ·information and· consultation of. employees, in 
companies .. with complex structures. The. Commission will start to. consider 
with workers' and employers' organizations the possibilities for an agree
ment or specific measures at Community level to deal with problems arising 

'from. the introduction of new. technologies on the shop floor. It . will also 
continue its action on health and safety at work. 
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C. European industrial area · 

7. For productive investment to pick up again in Europe, a genuine single 
market is necessary to provide our industries with a preferential framework 
which will allow the Community, by reason of its size, to maintain or regain its 
international competitiveness. 

The Commission's proposals for achieving the European industrial area focus on 
three aspects: the single market, flanking policies and common strategies. 

(a) The single market 

8. In view of the economic crisis and the requirements of a thorough restructu
ring of industry, the Commission will continue to give priority to consolidating 
and completing the single market. The Commission will first endeavour to 
ensure that the Council adopts a number of proposals all designed to eliminate 
obstacles to intra-Community trade and create a climate of confidence for 
business activities in the common market. In accordance with the mandate of the 
European Council of 3 and 4 December 1982, the Commission will also shortly be 
presenting a report on the operation of the Community's internal market in 
which it will assess what has been achieved to date in economic and legal terms 
and identify the obstacles hampering completion of the single market, an essen
tial factor in the Community's economic development. 

9. The Commission will make a determined effort to have the Council adopt its 
proposals on the following subjects by the end of March 1983: 

- the arrangements for products from non-member countries under Commu
nity certification systems resulting from technical harmonization directives; 

- the procedure for the provision of information on the establishment of 
technical rules by the authorities of the Member States and on the industrial 
standards laid down by national standards institutes; 

- the principle of simplifying formalities at frontiers. 

The adopti~n of these proposal~ would appreciably ease the backlog of proposals 
pending before the Council and would give a new stimulus to the internal market. 

The promotion of common norms and standards could also be of decisive benefit 
to European industry in sectors in which its position is relatively strong. 

10. The Commission will also use its· best endeavours to have the Council adopt 
the other outstanding proposals on the internal market by 30 June 1983. They 
concern: 
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- establishment of a common legal and tax framework for Community indus
try; 

- creation of a free market in services; 

- genuine liberalization of the public procurement systems, in particular for 
telecommunications; 

- environmental and consumer protection; 

- intra-Community transport; 

- confirmation of a harmonized approach at external frontiers.· 

11. The Commission must also act to reduce or eliminate any legal or tax 
obstacles whiCh hinder the development of the internal market. 

A number of activities must therefore be continued or started on legal and tax 
matters with the aim of establishing a common framework for Community 
industry: 

- in the banking sector, action must be taken to promote the development of a 
European risk-capital market and to step up cooperation between. the na
tional supervisory authorities; . 

- in the insurance sector, the freedom to provide services must be promoted 
and all measures taken that are required to liberalize public procurement 

_ systems and prevent the reintroduction of barriers to trade; · · · 

- on company law, the Commission will discuss during the year a directive on 
the law governing groups to add to the existing body of legislation. 

12. The introduction of satellite and. cable technology for television broad
casting planned for the second half of the 1980s will raise complex economic, 
technical, cultural and, in particular, legal problems (e.g. freedom of establish
ment to provide services, choice of programmes, maintenance of fair competi
tion and harmonization of copyright and advertising legislation). The Commis
sion· will therefore draw up a memorandum on cross-frontier television in the 
Community to launch a wide-ranging debate. · 

(b) Flanking policies 

(i) Industrial innovation 

13. In connection with the revitalization of the internal market, innovation is a 
key factor in improving the ,competitiveness .of European industry. The Commu-
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nity can play an important role by establishing conditions favourable. to industrial 
innovation, especially in small businesses. 

The Commission will give special attention to the following points: 

- it will urge the Council to adopt without delay its proposals on the develop
ment of a transnational infrastructure for innovation; 

- in the first half of 1983 it will present a proposal on financing innovation in 
small businesses in order to make it easier for them to raise ri~k capital; 

- the Commission will also continu~t.o investigate tax incentives for innovative 
investment; 

..:___.towards the end of the .year the Commission will put forward proposals for the 
establishment of a Community policy concerning the information market. 

(ii) Competition 

14. It is of major importance for strengthening the internal market that compe
tition' be fair. The· Commission will attempt to eliminate any distortions of 
competition, but at the same time it will make allowance, in a realistic and 
balanced manner, for the needs and constraints of the present economic and 
social situation. 

15. · In view of the constant increase iit the range 'and volume of national aids, 
the Commission will be attentive above all to. ttie danger of an escalatio·n of these 
aids or their development into a.means of national protectionism which would be 
particularly harmful· to the. unity of the . Community ·market. In . the present 
situation, such escalation would be more than just a waste of public money; it 
would jeopardize the chances of achieving the necessary reduction in national 
budget deficits and of setting the Community economy on the path to recovery. 

The Commission will theref~re . ~e p~rticularly attentiv~ to e.~sure that: aid 
granted by Member States presents the necessary transparency, as the essential 
condition for an effective and fair policy. It will keep a careful ~atch on all forms 
of aid, .whether direct subsidies following the traditional pattern, or more com
plicated financial assistance such as the follow-up to the acquisition by the public 
authorities of a stake in companies in difficulty, or the financing of firms with 
public funds by more indirect channels. · 

The Commission plans to maintain its efforts to ensure that aid granted by 
Member States provides an effective stimulus to the coherent economic develop
ment of ·the Community and is not in conflict with .the basic regional and sectoral 
objectives and other particularly important objectives such as the strengthening 
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of the position of small businesses in theindustrial sector or the development of 
research, energy-saving or environmental protection; . 

16. In applying its anti-trust policy, the Commission will take du~ accourlt of 
the increased · n~ed for cooperation · between firms~ in particular as. regards 
research and development, specialization and joint production of components; 
but it will ensure that_ effective c01:npetition still, prev~ils ~n each sector. 

(iii) Environment policy and consumer protection .· .. · 

17 . . J:he envi_r'?.nment policy is .t<SSent~aJ to, t~~ re~itaJ~~ati?n, of the econo~y. 
With rational management of natural resources· ap.d the_ accent on innovation 
through the gradual introduction of clean technologies, it will widen.the scope for 
economic growth. 

·, .. . ~ . . . 

Given the economic problems facing the Community the main task must be to 
promote activities which have a positive effect on investment and employment. 
Accordingly, the Commission will set in motion the new projects· scheduled 
under .the third environmental programme and give priority .to projects designed 
to reduce atmospheric and water pollution. · 

18. .The Commission wilf coritintie to impi~nient the second. consumer protec~ 
tion programme and attach particular importance t() projectsgeare~ to promo~ 
ling consumer safety and providing1 greater tt~nsparency' of markets by impro
ving information-notably the system of rapid exchange of information ·on 
dangerous consumer products-and . by ~ntensifying the djalogue_ betwee11 prodl1-
cers and consumers. . ' . . . . ' . . . . . . ' . . " 

(iv) Transport policy · • 

19. The reinforcement of· the internal market. and. the improvement oL the 
Community's economic position will demand greater efficiency from the various 
modes onransport. The Conunission ·intends to step up its ;effoits in this area in 
an attempt to improve intra-Community traffic flows and thereby· coritnhute to 
the unification of ~he internal mar~eL 

1 
•:. , . , 

20.' 'the cd.:riini~sion ha~ alni~dy p~esented a ~'!lnian.~~~~· pr~gra~ipe on~tr~ns~ 
port infnistructure for the period· 1983-S7. It provides iq pajticidar f<;~r the 
continuation of the project for the coordination. of infrastructure plans and 
financial support for projects of.European interest. . ,. . ·, · . , 

. _; . ·. , ~ " .· '; 

21. The Commission is also planning: ., ; .' I 
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- projects to. enable national railways to realize their potential in intra-Com
munity movement of goods and passengers; 

- the development of future projects to facilitate frontier crossing and elimi
nate unnecessary restrictions on the movement of the different modes of 

. · transport. 

22. In view of the difficulties facing the common transport policy because of the 
differences between the Member States which are blocking a number of major 
plans, the Commission will present a work programme setting out the Commu
nity action on land transport for 1983-85 in order to achieve some substantial 
progress in this policy. Similar programmes will also be drawn up for sea and air 
transport in the course of 1983. · 

(c) Common strategies 

(i) ·Industrial strategy 

23. The Commission will continue to implement a Community strategy for 
developing industry in Europe along the lines it has set out. 

Productive investment, first and foremost in industry, is the best means of 
adapting our economy to the new conditions of international competition, since 
it provides both an element of additional demand and a productivity-boosting 
comp~nent. 

24. The Commission will' continue to promote industrial· redeployment, which 
is the only way of replacing lost jobs, and will determine, together with the 
Member States and the two sides of industry, the conditions for restimulating 
productive investments in: 

- new technologies whiCh can increase the productivity of our economy; 

- activities corresponding to Community priorities, such as energy-saving, 
which. directly generate jobs .• 

25. In 1983, the Commission and the Member States will put into effect the 
measures for redirecting budget policies which the Commission proposed to the 
Council (economic and' financiaL affairs) and to the European Council. These 
measures should increase the propensity to invest. · 

However, a recovery in investment can only be encouraged by the·Commission if 
the instruments already at its disposal are applied to specific objectives in the 
main sectors of industry and services. 
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26. As it has already done for motor vehicles, machine tools and textiles, the 
Commission will continue to study, along with the main branches of industry, 
ways and means of improving the coherence of its policies (competition, environ
ment, research, standardization, financial instruments) to enable them to· adjust 
their structures to meet the demands of international competition and technolo
gical change. 

27. The Commission will be especially attentive in this exercise to the need to 
improve the competitiveness of traditional industries currently in dif~iculty. In 
particular, it will make even more determined efforts to see that State aids al'e 
used for schemes to increase the productivity and viability of such sectors 
(shipbuilding and textiles, for example)~ · 

28. The Commission will also continue to take this same line in exercising its 
special responsibilities to the steel industry deriving from the ECSC Treaty, It 
will adhere to its policy of progressive restructuring in the sector, the main 
components of which are: 

- an external approach based on voluntary restrictions on exports · to · the 
Community; 

- an internal· organization of the market: a system of production quotas and 
guide prices in a European market still in a complete state of-flux; 

- a code which allows national aids in returi:dor a reduction· in excess. capacities 
and the restoration of profitability; · · · 

- steel investment loans; 

- social aids for redeployment; 

- loans with interest subsidies for conversion operations in steel"producing 
regions. 

29. Since, as stated above, new technologies will play a major role iq revitali
zing the industry sector of the economy, improvement in .Europe's capacity to 
cope with growing demand in information technologies will be. one . of the 
Commission's major concerns. 

The Commission will approach this task on three fronts: 

- the Esprit pre-competitive research programme·; 

- the promotion of European standards, measures for gradually throwing open 
public telecommunications contracts, the creation of a· prototype integrated 
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digital network for Community needs, and the promotion of data banks and 
access networks to these banks (Euronet-Diane, Caddia); 

___: Community financing (NCI III for .ind~stry, . inn.ovation and small busi
ness,e~)-

(ii) Common strategy in science and technology (R&D) 

30. Taking·as a basis the-common strategy the·.commission has drawn up in this 
field along ·with its first general outline programme of Commi11iity scientific and 
techriical.activities, the Commission plans to: · · · 

- present communications on the assessment of research results and· their 
utilization in the economy; 

. . . 

-:- introduce new R&D il}itiat.ives: an e.xperimental project ~n 1983-84 tq' b~ost 
the efficiency of the European R&D system and· the 1983-87 programme .. of 

' ·scie'nce and technology: for devf,)Jbpinent'; · · · ' 

- develop proposals on programmes of action in the following sectors: 
- ' ' . 

• new forms of energy and rational use of energy; 
• nuclear fission; 

· · • radiation protection; 
• biotechnology; · · · · · 
• information t~chnol~gi,es (Esprit);.. .. . . . 
• industrial research; basic technology and clothing; 

- step up R&D activities in agricultural research; 

- draw up a proposal for a new multiannual JRC programme for 1984-87. . . ' . . . . . 

(iii) .. Community energy strategy 

31. Both energy and oil consumption in the Community have continued to 
decline. As a consequence world oil prices have been going down. Howeve~, 
these apparently,. favourable trends are. very largely a. result ·of economic reces'
sion 'rather than genuine 'struct,ural change 'in the level and pattern of energy use: 
When economic growth. is 'restored eile'rgy' demand will again start to grow. The 
primary task in Community energy strategy is to ensure that Europe does ·not 
revert to the energy dependence problem~ <?f the J970s: . 

The Commission will therefore contin~e to: 

- develop an overall energy strategy; .· .•· . ' :' . . :. ., 
'- ·bring forward specific proposals for action at Community and national level; 
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- encourage, consistency of effort by Member· States through· an annual review 
of national energy policies. 

32. In the coming year the Commission will focus particular attention on: 

- the development of a Community policy for coal and other solid fuels.· Coal 
must play a major role in displacing imported oil. The Commission intends to 
put forward specific proposals covering coal production· and use,. transport, 
trade, stocks, coking coal, environmental issues, and research, development 
and demonstration. These proposals will be submitted to the Coinicil in the 
first half of 1983; · · 

- the development of nuclear energy as the other major potential contribution 
to the Community's energy security in the years to come.· ... 

· The Corl:unissionwi.ll pay particular attenti~n to: 

• safety (including the handling of radioactive was,te); 
• the industrial aspects of llttclear development; · 
• supply arrangements; 
• inspection pr~cedures; . 
• relations with other countries and international bodies in th.is field; 

- further work to 'as~ess a~d, if necessary, impr~ve th~ security of oil and 
natural gas supplies, where appropriate in cooperation with other countries 
in the international market; · 

- developing the potential contribution of new · energy sources, particularly 
through the funding of research and development programmes and support 
for demonstration projects in these technol~gies; 

- measures to encourage. the rational use · of energy in . the interests of . both 
energy strategy and economic recovery. A proposal to accelerate invest
ments in projects on the rational use of energy has been made· to the Council 
and further initiatives will be dev:eloped during the year. Research and 
development programmes and support for demonstration projects in energy 
saving will continue; 

- energy. pricing and transparency. Following agreements in the Co1Jncjl the 
Commission will give piiority to ensuring that the principles of ~nergy pricing 
are applied throughout the Conirtninity. Further . steps will .. be. taken . to 
improve the publication of price· data; · · ·· · · · · ' · 

- ensuring a coordinated policy by the Community ·and Member States in 
external energy relations, both in multilateral and bilateral discussions.· The 
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. Commission will continue to expand its energy relations with developing 
countries. 

D. Agriculture and fisheries 

(a) Common agricultural policy 

33. During 1983 the Commission will continue to work towards the objectives 
for the adaptation and development of the common agricultural policy which it 
set out in its mandate report: 

- a price policy based on a narrowing of the gap between Community prices and 
prices applied by its main competitors in the interests of competitiveness and 
a hierarchy of prices designed to improve the balance of produCtion; 

- an active export policy which would honour the Community's international 
commitments; 

- modulation of guarantees in line with Community production th~e.sholds; 

- an active structures policy tailored to the needs of individual agricultural 
. regions, in paiticular mouritaiq and hill regions aQd 'other less-favoured 
regions; 

- the possibility of income support subsidies to certain producers in specific 
circumstances; .. 

- improved quality control at Community level and tighter financial control by 
the Community in the management of EAGGF expenditure; 

- stricter discipline in relation to national aids to avoid undermining Commu
nity policies. 

(b) Fisheries 
.. 

34. In 1983 the Commission will conc~ntrate its efforts on establishing and 
developing all aspect~ ot' the new common fisheries policy approved by . the 
Council on 25 January (conservation of resources, surveillance of fishing, com
mon organization of the markets and adaptation of structures, and maintenance 
and development of Community fisheries agreements with non-member coun
tries). 
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E. Regional policy-Integrated Mediterranean programmes. · ·' 

(a) Regional policy -· .. 

35. The poorer regions of the Community are particularly hard hit by the 
economic crisis and the decline of certain industries-a situation which is aggn1-
vated by unemployment and underemployment. And the countries wiih the most 
serious struCtural problems are also those least ·able, at a time of budgetary 
stringency, to find the extra resources required to cope witti these. probhims. 
Strengthening the instruments of regional policy is therefore an essential aspect 
of thefight against the economic crisis. 

36. The Commission will accordingly pursue and extend its regional .impact 
analysis of Community policies (agriculture, industry;· external trade, innova
tion, energy and enlargement). 

It also intends, in accordance with the proposals· already tabled, to improve the 
coordination of, national policies bpth with each other and with Community 
policy. The analytical instrument for this will be the second periodi~ report on 
the socio-economic situation in the regions of the Community, which will be 
produced in close collaboration with the Regional Policy Committee. 

37. The Commission will endeavour to bring the current negoti~tions on revi
sion of the Europ~an 'Regional Development Fund to a su~cessftil co~clusion, so 
that it will be more effective and better adapted to the new situation in the 
regions. Strengthen~ng the ERDF will permit: 

- greater concentration of the quota section on those regions which have 
particularly serious structural problems; 

- an increase in the share of the non-quota section, which is intended for 
regions which have suffered particuhirly from the recent serious decline of 

, industry, particularly steel and textiles, or from the effects of certain Com-
munity policies; ·· · 

- a shift in emphasis from financing individual . projects to financing pro-
grammes; 

- the development of the inherent potential of the regions; 

- priority to be given· to -integrated operations· involving a number' of Commu
nity instruments. 
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(b) Integrated Mediterranean programmes·· .. · 

38. As a result of their natural and structural handicaps, the Community's 
Mediterranean regions have derived less benefit than others . from. European 
integration and the development of common policies. · ' 

The Cotnmissi,ori is aware of the serio'u:s pr~blems confronting these;! regions and 
is planning' to present ~o the Councii proposals based on the piinciples of 
equivalence and equity suggest(!d in the mandate report and taking account of the 
issues ra~sed in ·the meqtorandum presented by 'the Greek Government on 19 
March 1982. · · 

These proposals will be for integrated development programmes covering opera
tions in different areas (agriculture, fisheries, industry, environment, energy and 
research) and mobilizing a number of Community funds and financial instru
ments. The integrated Mediterranean programmes are designed to: 

- improve the conditions of production and the quality of products in the 
agricultural areas.concerned; 

.:.:.__ promote the diversifiCation out·. of surplus products, · notably in irrigated 
lowland areas; 

;. 

- compensate for the handiCaps of certain less-favoured areas (inland and 
mountain areas); 

- provide employment possibilities: by introducing measures for non-agricultu
. ral se~tors' such "as fisheries; tourism, s~all businesses or energy; 

- promote economic activities by setting up appropriate infrastructures. 

F. Enlargement 

39. The Commission believes that the framework for the enlargement process 
can be determined by reference to three general principles: . 

- clarity in the accession conditions, especially as regards 'the nature and 
content of the transitional period; 

- acceptance of all existing Community rules; 

- the applicant countries to accede simultaneously. 

40. The obstacles to enlargement arise not only from the specific difficulties of 
the applicant countries but also ·from problems in the operation of the Commu
nity itself. The Commission has suggested ways of surmounting these obstacles. 
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The internal problems . . . 

First, it believes that the Community should declare its willingness' to introduce a 
more diversified system of own resources, whi~h is necessary in. any ca,se for a 
healthy development of the Community of Ten; it will be presenting proposals to 
this effect.· Second, the Commission is conscious of the problem~ «aused by tile 
inefficiency of the decision-making process and has suggested ways of making it 
more flexible. These are: 

- greater use by the Council of the scope afforded by Article 155 of the EEC 
. Treaty to delegate executive powers to the Commission; 

-.: more regulai: use· of qualified majority 'voting ~here the· Treaties provide for 
it· ' ' ' ' ' . ' 

' 
- extension of the possibility of majority voting in certain cases where the 

Treaties now require unanimity. 

The specific difficulties of the applicant countries 

Special attention must be paid to the problems of particular industries suffering 
from overcapacity and to the poorer or crisis-hit · regions. The Commission 
proposes that talks be started with the applicant countries so that a pre-accession 
understanding can be concluded as soon as possible. · 

At. the same time the Community must intensify its efforts to prepare itself for 
enlargement by removing certain stumbling blocks to the success of the negotia-
tions. In particular, it must : · 

. . 

- .step. up ·aid to hand~capped or crisis-hit regions ; ... , 

- extend the existing body of Community rules in the fisheries sector. 

In addition, the Commission will urge the Council•to adopt its proposals to 
improve .the operation of the common ·agricultural policy in certain sectors. 

G .. External relations 

The conduct of external relations will be guided by the following major prin
ciples: 

Cohesion in foreign policy 

41; The Community must show greater cohesion in relations-.::.-both political 
and economic'-'-with the rest of the world. It has already demonstrated that it can 
achieve impressive results when it fully· exploits its· unity and "'its ability to 
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negotiate as a single body. Accordingly, the Commission will continue to urge 
the Member States to adopt common positions on major questions of foreign 
policy. This will require ever closer links between Community action and politi
cal-cooperation. As a corollary, the Commission will have to remain on th~ alert 
for. ·attempts by Member States to circumvent the common trade policy with 
unilateral action. · · · · 

Bilateral relations 

42. In its relations with the United States, the Commission will try to consoli
date the improvement which began to emerge towards the end of 1982. A series 
of bi.lateral meetings at expert level will be organized to help iron out the 
differences between the two sides on agriculture. 

The imbalance in trade with Japan continues to be one of the major concerns. 
Following the decision taken by the Council on 10 December last, the Commis
sion will intensify its efforts to obtain more balanced trade relations. These 
efforts will be made on three fronts : 

- easier access to the Japanese market; 
. . 

- a bigger effort by European industry to penetrate the Japanese market; 

- restraint by Japanese industry in certain sensitive: sectors,· to enable Euro
pean industry to restructure. 

More generally, the Commission will continue to urge European and Japanese 
business interests to step up inter~company cooperation on the Japanese, Euro
pean and world markets by every possible ~eans. 

The Commission will apply its energies to· ensuring effective management of the 
textile agreements which the Community has negotiated with its principal sup
pliers. Important negotiations on textiles will also take place with China and 
Turkey. In the case of Turkey, one of the priorities will be to achieve a lasting 
improvement in Community-Turkey relations so as to ensure a stable framework 
for imports. 

Priority will be given to improving relations with Latin America. The resumption 
of negotiations with the Andean Pact could be an important element here. 

More generally, the Commission will keep up its efforts to intensify and widen 
economic, industrial and scientific cooperation with the developing countries 
with which it has concluded cooperation agreements. 
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Multilateral relations 

43. In its .trad.e policy the Commission will step up its efforts to keep, world 
markets open and provide unrestricted access for Community products. For this 
purpose, Community legislation will be. prepared to make it possibJe to lodge a 
complaint where non-member countries breach international law. 

The· Commission will make an active and constructive contribution tothe ·GATT 
work programme adopted by the ministerial meeting in November, especially: on 
safeguard m~asures and agriculture. · · · · 

H. Development policy 

General policy 

44. The Commission's action in favour of development will follow the prin
ciples and guidelines set out in its recent memorandum on the Community's 
development policy. The aims, methods, institutional machinery and resources 
of this policy represent a new, comprehensive approach designed to increase the 
coherence and effectiveness of Community aid and the development policies of 
the c_ountries concerned and calling for the amount of Community aid to be 
gradually increased to the equivalent of one thousandth of Community GNP. 

In this context the Commission intends to step up and improve its action against 
hunger in the world. Under the special programme it has drawn up three types of 
action will be possible : emergency operations, support for food strategies and 
help towards campaigns on specific themes. 

Renewal of the Lome Convention 

45. The Commission will start work with the ACP States on the renewal of the 
Lome Convention. In preparation for these negotiations, it will make proposals, 
in the light of the discussion now taking place on the memorandum on the 
Community's development policy, setting out the objectives and the methods to 
increase and improve cooperation between the Community and the ACP States. 

UnctadVI 

46. Unctad VI, which is to take place in Belgrade in June, will be a major event 
in multilateral relations, at a time when the North-South Dialogue is stalled and 
the world economic situation is creating development problems on a new scale. 
The Commission will devote a large part of its work in the early months of the 
year to preparation for this important meeting with the Third World. 
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I. Mediterranean policy 

47. The Commission intends to intensify the talks it has already started with the 
Mediterranean countries linked to the Community by preferential agreements in 
order to discuss with them the shape of the Community's Mediterranean policy 
after enlargement, with particular reference to the impact enlargement will have 
on their economies, and to gather facts and hear their representations in this 
regard. In the light of these exploratory talks, the Commission will present to the 
CounCil, before the enlargement negotiations are completed and after consulting 
the applicant countries, a survey of the problems encountered and specific 
proposals as to the policy approach that should be adopted and the adjustments 
that will need to be made to the cooperation or association agreements. 
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